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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Firth Hollin Resource Science Corp has completed a detailed ground review of the referenced site.
The purpose of the review was to document the local slope conditions over the elevation range of
approximately 1,150m – 1,650m. This zone has exhibited ongoing instability of varying magnitudes for
many years. The most recent significant landslide event was also documented and photographed.
The intersection of the slide zone with the Howard Creek Road was also examined with the aim of
prescribing and implementing local deactivation to the extent that current conditions of stability or
instability would allow. Details of our field excursion, analysis, discussion and recommendations are
presented in this report.

2.0 FIELD REVIEW

The approximate zone of study is shown on the attached map Figure 1. A detailed field review of the
noted elevation range and generally above and below approximately the 6km board, (the site of
roadway instability), was completed October 12, 13, 2007 by Mr. Len Ginnever, P.Eng. and Mr. Archie
McLean., P.Eng. of FHRS. Slope angles and aspects were measured, soils, soil moisture and rock
conditions described, vegetative cover recorded and other site details photographed and documented
as deemed pertinent to the assessment. Additionally, a local deactivation prescription was determined
by Mr. McLean for application to the roadway instability centred approximately around the 6km board.
The prescription was tailored to the objective of preventing further full size vehicle traffic however;
allowing ATV, horse and foot traffic.

3.0 SITE DESCRIPTION

3.1 Location and Topography

The site consists of generally southerly to southeasterly aspects between 1,150m and 1,650m
elevation. The Howard Creek Road traverses the zone of interest at approximately 1,330m elevation.
The road intersects the zone of instability at roughly Northing 5,804,837 & Easting 380,879, Zone 11.

3.2 Soils and Rock

3.2.1 Soils

By observation from the field and also based on prior project work at nearby locations1, local soils are
thick blankets of generally sand tills overlain with a patchy array of sand and coarser cobble and
boulder colluvium. The sands show platy morphological textures consistent with their derivation from
phyllite, kyanitic and micaceous schistose rocks. These soils, while generally granular are only
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moderately drained. Where the soft mineral component (mica or kyanite), is high, these materials may
be imperfectly drained. There is some visual evidence that this mineral composition has resulted in
mechanical weathering to the extent that gives a silt fraction likely in the range of 15% - 30%,
however this condition is certainly not apparently ubiquitous.

3.2.2 Bedrock

Through the elevation range of 1,150m to estimated 1,450m, bedrock is apparently quite deep as
significant outcrop locations are not apparent. Based on the new landslide appearance at its headwall
and also observing depths of small incised surface drainages, the bedrock is judged to be generally a
minimum of 3m below the surface. Depths to rock of as much as ten metres or more are also
plausible. Above about 1,450m elevation, minor outcrops are visible as benched promontories with
moderately steep, though worn southerly faces variably 2m – 4m height, with broad (10m+), near
level zones above, followed by additional ascent zones of thickened soils.

Information published by the Geological Survey of Canada2 indicates Kaza Group rocks of the
Proterozoic Era (>570 million years old). Lithologies are Phyllites, Quartz-Mica Schists, Kyanite
Schists, and lesser biotitic and/or hornblendic Quartzo-Feldspathic Gneissic Rocks. Locally, the field
excursion presented exclusively phyllite and schistose rocks at the noted outcrops from about 1,450m
– 1,595 elevation. Above 1,595m, more gneissic lithologies were notable in the field. Local foliations
are noted as striking about azimuth 70° - 80° and dipping 18° - 20° southerly. Such rocks are also
evident further ENE down chain on the Howard Creek Road.

It is possible that significantly more exposed rock above about 1,700m elevation may also be gneissic
varieties. These exposures presented near vertical faces to 10+m height, also brighter tones, and
possibly also banded appearances. They were however; well above the subject zone of instability and
thus not closely examined. The quartzose and arkosic gneissic rocks would typically be much
stronger and more resistant to weathering than the phyllite and schistose rocks, and thus remain
stable at the ten plus metre height vertical configurations as observed.

3.3 Recent History

3.3.1 Howard Creek Road Network

This road locally has been in place since at least 1973 as observable on the aerial photographs. The
road is a conventional cut/fill construction typical of the that construction era. Forest cover, lower
assemblage plant materials and organic soils were apparently merely pushed to the low side, then
mineral fills raised above or atop these materials. Long lengths of overly steep and/or ill-founded fills
resulted and these configurations have suffered varying subsidence, tension cracking and downslope
translations accordingly. This behaviour is related to the original construction procedures and has not
generally been catastrophic. The exception is in the immediate vicinity 6km board whereat the current
subject zone of instability for study is generally 400m+ breadth and extends over 500m± of elevation.
This zone of instability is not generally related to the Howard Creek Road construction except for the
minor scale disturbances within the right of way width where the road traverses the zone of instability.

Presently, based on documented conditions, the local deactivation prescription was implemented
October 22, 23 2007 by Mr. McLean who directed localized work with a tracked excavator. Final
reporting for the deactivation prescription, field implementation thereof, and an additional map
denotation of same, if any, was or shall be submitted under separate cover.

One other road crosses the subject zone of instability. It lies generally along the 1,620m elevation and
is generally coincident with the top elevation of the study zone. This road crosses level or only very
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gently sloping terrain to about 10° repose. Hence cuts and fills are low. Soils are drained granular
materials. Ditch function, grade width drainage and some existing culverts are basically functional.
There is a general 150m+ breadth level and barely sloping benchland southward (overall downslope),
of this road. This area represents a very large recharge area lying immediately above the destabilized
zone extending for 500m of elevation below it.

3.3.2 Wildfire

A huge wildfire occurred on the subject south by southeast aspects facing the Howard Creek valley in
1971. The burn extends variably from about 1,150m elevation to 1,250m elevation upslope to points
well above 1,750m elevation, perhaps as high as 1,850m elevation in some areas. The burn extends
west of the subject zone of instability perhaps as far as 3km – 5km. Easterly, the extent is less but still
very large; many hundreds of metres, perhaps in excess of one km.

Local lore remarks that the burn was an extremely violent and hot conflagration. While lore is not
always scientifically precise it often provides good insight and does so in this case as follows.

3.3.3 Vegetation

The fire occurred nigh on four decades ago. Presently, the natural coniferous regen (and or planted
regen if any), is seemingly quite suppressed. Assuming 30+ years since germination, it would not be
unreasonable to expect coniferous regen on the order of seven to ten metres height and upto about
100mm – 150 breast height diameters (dbh). Similarly, an essentially complete recovery of the herb,
shrub and ground cover low plant cushion mat assemblages should be present.

Climate is reasonable with adequate annual growing season sunlight hours and rainfall. Winters are
snowy, though not exceedingly long nor excessively cold3. The site lies within the SCm-m (Southern
Montane Cordilleran), ecological zone, moist subzone. The British Columbia Biogeoclimatic
Classification cites both ICH and ESSF4 conditions locally. Either is distinguished via elevation. The
ICH disappears above about 1,350m – 1,400m elevation, and this is evident in the field: Cedar
vanishes within a few tens of metres elevation of the Howard Creek Road (locally 1330m elevation).
Hemlock persists to perhaps slightly higher locations, after which only Pine, Spruce and true Firs
occur.

Despite the long time frame, climatic and ecological attributes, there is however; no such recovery.
Maximum Lodgepole Pine regen heights are perhaps five metres with most only 3m – 4m. The Pine
appear less than robust, though not chlorotic or otherwise sickly. In wetter sites, hemlock naturals
occur in thickets yet remain only 2m – 4m height. Cedars also occur but do appear yellowed, browned
and sickly. Some Douglas Fir regen occurs and also appears significantly less than robust.
Occasional White Pine naturals also occur. This species is exceedingly fast growing. In premium
growing sites at thirty years of age, 12m – 15m+ heights and 200mm – 250mm plus dbh should not
be uncommon, however; these stems are barely 4m – 6m as an estimated average.

There is an extreme paucity of shrub, herb and cushion mat recovery. The majority of sloping ground
remains as bare sand, or sand, boulders and silt at the surface. Some moist hollows show about 1mm
of mat layer recovery and accumulated organic sediment. Alder thickets occur here and there but may
be less than about one percent estimated areal coverage within the entire walking review area
upslope of the Howard Creek Road.

The struggling plant systems lend credence to the lore of a hot, violent conflagration. There is very
little heavy wooden debris on the ground. Burned stumps are rare. Holes of stumps seem numerous
but with little or no remnant wood present, such classification is not certain. A very hot fire could have
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burned all fuels almost to completion. Temperatures could have been such as to essentially sterilize
the upper A, B, and portions of the C biophysical soil horizons. The result could be a paucity of
nutrients and a soil pH not conducive to fostering typical rates of recovery of vegetation. Further
research would be necessary to confirm this hypothesis, however; it is plain that plant recovery is
suppressed, vast areas of bared soil remain, and potential for better or accelerating recovery anytime
soon seems severely limited.

3.4 Field Notes

The following notes were recorded during the field excursion. A crude plot of the GPS recorded
traverse is shown in Figure 2.

3.4.1 Upslope of 6km on Howard Creek Road

Locations are generally as metres upslope of the road. The review path followed a general azimuth of
340°±5°.

POC from 6+050± Howard Creek Road:

0+005 – 0+040 (metres above road): 33°, failed in translation, about 1m thick, perhaps more, medium
sands, moist, no recovery of ground cover,

0+040 – 0+060 (metres upslope): exposed sands, moist, tension cracked in continuous lines along
contour, ½ m vertical subsidence common, variable 28° - 33° repose

0+060 – 0+075: 33°, planar, Pine regen, drier, still bare soil at surface

0+075 – 0+090: 22°, very wet or saturated sands, many small channels, intermediate depressions,
much alnus, agrostideae, delphinae, ladyfern, other succouring herb with six leaf star (unknown).
Profusion of herbs due to water retention in turn due to lesser slope, and perhaps better organic
sediment accumulation from alnus litter annually

0+090: long continuous line of subsidence… ½m, very wet, only 12° slope above

0+105m: standing depression storage water

0+117 – 0+127: 26° - 28° saturated, failed in translation. This is 1,385m elevation by GPS, active
piping, seepage expression, large boulders at toe of rise, failed from above. See Photo 1 below.

Photo 1: Waypoint 171 on Figure 2.

0+130 – 0+167: 30° slopes. At least three more broad translational
failures, generally 1m – 2m thick, heavy seepage, boulder and
sand colluvium, juniperinium moss present. This species grows
only on persistently saturated mineral soils. It is completely
intolerant of dried conditions and very quickly dies out, ie, within
days or weeks it dies completely when dry conditions persist

0+167 – 0+215m: several additional failures on 30° - 33°, broad
widths, 1m visible vertical displacements, limited translational
displacements (perhaps due to coarse boulder fraction), heavy
seepage, micaceous silty sand at surface, Continuing paucity of
ground cover
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0+215 – 0+260: another huge failure on 36° slope, 10m breadth, 40m – 50m runout, oldest deciduous
shrubs on slide track… 30mm, this is a recent event, say < 5 years.

0+235: additional slides to the west, similar to the one just described.

0+265 – 0+365, repeating series of 24° benches, then 32° - 34° steep pitches for 4m – 6m elevation,
all failed, backside trenches show standing water, more failures imminent

0+365 – 0+400 = Waypoint 174 Figure 2: Several more failures in translation, wetted sands with 1m –
2m boulders, large voids, washed channelization from voids, large scale piping. Bedrock outcrop at
top = 1,580m elevation

0+400 – 0+425: phyllite lithology disappears, outcropping rock now quartzose metamorphic (as per
GSC data described above)

0+425 – 0+600±20m: upland bench 5° - 10°, bare sand at surface, minimal regen recovery, standing
depression storage, almost zero herb, shrub and cushion mat recovery

0+600: old road, conventional cut/fill, low cuts and fills, stable, sand and gravel, some cobbles,
ditches working, log culverts degraded, but conveyance working, one CSP culvert noted. Minimal
erosion of grade, basically good road.

3.4.2 Below 6km Board on Howard Creek Road

The following notes were recorded during the field excursion. A crude plot of the GPS recorded
traverse is shown in Figure 2. Locations are generally as metres downslope of the road. The review
path followed a general azimuth of 160°±5°.

Original Fill Slope: failed in translation, 2m thick, travelled 25m – 28m down 30°, stalled on lessening
bench at 11° - 12°. Lower bench not burned, mature Cedar Spruce stand, oldest stems, nutant, with
declensions or swept trunks, heavy Devil's Club, thick ferns and profusion of other herbs. Saturated,
silty sand and sand. Sink to boot tops just by walking!

0+55m = WP 177 to 0+155m: initially slope is 12°, draw bottom width 25m, widens downslope, slopes
increase gradually to 18° - 20° at which angles failures and downslope displacements across full
breadth occur, estimated 2m depth of failures, followed east lateral scarp for 100m, profuse seepage,
active channel downcutting, active erosion and transportation, entire slope within widening breadth
between ridges either side is unstable.

0+155m – 0+195: benches out to 8°, saturated, cannot walk without sinking, oldest timber nutant,
falling over or leaning excessively

0+195: steepens to 27°, new headwall 2m – 3m height, saturated sands and silty sands, huge failure,
travelled several hundred metres downslope, Slide track yet unstable, pouring seepage, quick
conditions, lateral scarps collapsing. Based on estimated dimensions of 240m length by 30m breadth
by 2m thickness, probable volume of failure > 14,400m3. See photos below.
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Photo 2, Headwall of 2007 Landslide.  Photo 3, Slide Track of 2007 Landslide

The 1973 vintage photos show the burned cond
very bright, likely indicative of the complete cons
telephone interviewee remarks described abo
contribute to this brightness of photo tone. The in
fire, but remarked that rains over the 1971 Labour

The road is built, as are a plethora of other trai
confirmed that there was much heavy equipment
east of a subtle topographic ridge which trends d
of instability. It is also obvious that recent or then 
the road, ie coincident with the location of the 200
Photo 4, left, aerial view of 2007
Landslide. This is the same event as in
Photos 2 and 3, as exposed by FHRS. The
date and photographer of Photo 4 are
unknown.

Observing that the headwall breadth was
measured as about 30m, the slide is thus
about 240m length, below which, the
debris slowed sufficiently to curtail further
destruction of standing timber, Debris
almost certainly continued downslope
however; as a debris flood.

3.5 Aerial Photographs

The subject landslide and the entire study
zone of instability are visible on British
Columbia aerial photographs, 30
BCB91162 #152 - #154, and BC 7529 #77-
80. The former are 1991 vintage, the latter
1973 vintage. These photos are discussed
below.
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ition from the 1971 wildfire. The ground surface is
umption of all ground level fuels consistent with the
ve. The granular textures would however; also
terviewee was employed in final suppression of the
 Day weekend, were the final cause of its extinction.

ls (fireguards or fire access). The interviewee also
 working on the slopes. A great number of trails lie
ownslope about azimuth 200° directly into the zone
active instability was occurring down the draw below
7 landslide.
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Soils are essentially granular as previously described. Due to the provenant bedrock lithology and
specifically the mica and kyanite mineralogy, some chemical weathering could produce diagenetic
clay minerals from these provenant constituents. Also, these are weak minerals, and physical

Photo 5, left from the 1973 aerial photograph BC 7529
# 79, shows the study zone as per Figure 1. The road
and plethora of fire trails are plainly visible. Howard
Creek  is visible draining from left to right near the
bottom of the Photo. North is indicated.

It is arguable that the construction of the trail network
may have significantly increased runoff volumes in to
the zone of instability however; to confirm this much
additional field work in snow free conditions would be
required.

Photo 6, below left, is from the 1991 vintage aerial
photograph 30 BCB 91161 # 152. The upper road has
been built whereas it is not present in the 1973 photo.

The photo shows that instability is significantly less
below the road. The open scars visible on the 1973
photo are grown back with vegetation. Above the road,
the network of fire trails still appear faintly. Photo tone
above the road is less bright, and shows blotches of
definitively darker areas. This variation in tone can be
associated with soil moisture condition, darker areas
indicative of elevated groundwater and in general
higher soil moisture content. It is judged that this may
represent increased groundwater volume and presence
generally, over the 20 year period since denudation by
fire and construction of the trails. The widespread
failing conditions presently observable do not generally
appear manifest at 1991. Some disturbances may be
present in the lower third of slope length between the
two roads.

4.0 ANALYSIS

The observations from the field review, literature review
and field review plainly indicate that a long persistent
zone of instability is present locally, and that it extends
from well below the 1,150 elevation at the top of the
major 2007 landslide and upslope to generally the
1,600m elevation whereat the broad 5° - 10° south
aspect bench begins and continues for the estimated
150m – 170m northward.

Also based on the field review and the aerial photo
coverage, the unstable zone is at least 400m wide over
this elevation range.
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weathering could easily produce silt or clay textures. Some silt fraction to 15% - 30% was noted at
depth in the large slide headwall and in other failed zones. Dependent on groundwater chemistry and
the nature of chemical weathering if any, some weak cohesive materials could also develop. These
would typically be at some depth below the surface. Fines were generally not present or have been
winnowed out from the current at-surface soils.

For the observed translational failure processes, some analytical procedures were carried out for
varying slope angles, soil strengths, and groundwater head. From the field review, significant failures
were obvious on 18° slopes, 27° slopes and the steepest 36° pitches. These angles were chosen for
analysis as they present the broadest overall range of repose with failures, plus the large 2007 event
presents the 27° repose. All analytical results are included in Appendix One.

4.1 Slope Stability Analyses

 ↑ Factor of Safety = 1 at height of groundwater
 m = 0.65

↑ Factor of Safety = 1 at height of groundwater
 m = 0.22

4.1.1 27° Slopes at the Large
Failure of Photo 4

For the local sands, and if they have a
significant boulder fraction, maximum
expected frictional strength would be
about 36° for the strength parameter ϕ.
Appropriate unit weights for soil and water
were input and the slope examined over
the upper 2m of depth, the apparent
general thickness of failure in the field. For
granular soils under conditions of
saturation and with the high strengths of ϕ
= 36°, failure would occur at the
groundwater height to failure depth ratio of
approximately 0.65. It is notable that this
ratio is mathematically independent of the
depth of interest and thus applies to other
depths as well, not simply the two metre
depth of analysis. Field observations
showed profuse seepage from the lower
2/3 of the headwall height, consistent with
the groundwater to depth of failure ratio of
0.65. The seepage is apparent in Photo 3,
denoted by the yellow line.

The rock fraction was however; doubtful
for the soils at the large failure. The site
was analyzed with a corresponding lesser
strength of ϕ = 30°, more consistent with
the observed sand to slightly silty sands at
the large failure headwall. This showed
that failure could occur with a groundwater
to depth ratio of 0.22 on the local 27°
slope. That it should fail with evident
seepage expression over 2/3 of the
headwall height is hence obvious.
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↑ Factor of Safety = 1 at height of groundwater
 m = 0.90

↑ Factor of Safety versus depth for various heights of
 saturation.

For soils with a cohesive component of strength, the fac
failure. The graph is thus a curve and not a straight 
depth to rock with various heights of groundwater wa
saturation fully to the surface as documented. The an
strength criteria as described, conditions of active failure
1.4m and height of saturation exceeding about 88% perc

4.1.3 Failures on the Steepest Slopes of 33° -

Where found, 33° - 36° slopes presented the significan
evidence of wash form erosion and piping outlets. Thus 
corresponding head conditions arise in these dep
composition, higher frictional strengths would be availab
unlikely. The case for such soils on these steeper slopes
4.1.2 Failures on 18° Slopes

From Figure 2, between waypoints 178
and 179, saturated at-surface conditions
were present on an 18° slope. The site
was judged to be actively failing as
previously described. Assuming clean
sands of moderate density, a
translational failure analysis for the
plausible case of ϕ' = 30° was conducted.
The graph shows that failure could
certainly occur whenever the ratio of
groundwater height to depth of failure
reaches about 0.9. As noted the site was
saturated and walking without sinking in
was difficult. Hence the active failing
condition is well represented by the
calculations.

As previously discussed, the local
bedrock surface is mapped as striking
azimuth 075°± and dipping at 18° - 20°
southerly. For the expected phyllite or
schistose lithologies, weathering at this
surface could produce clay minerals or
clay textures. Thus a thin layer of
material at the soil – rock interface could
develop cohesive strength properties,
also as previously discussed. In such
eventualities it is plausible that a
compound failure could occur sliding
along the 20°±2° rock soil contact. This
case was analyzed for the drained case
with a plausible friction component of 22°
and a small component of cohesion of
3kPa. See graph immediately left.
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tor of safety is not independent of the depth of
line relationship. The case assuming a 2.2m
s analyzed. The field condition was that of
alysis shows that on the 18° slope with the
 will ensue for any depth to rock greater than
ent of this depth.

 36°

t large boulder fraction and also large voids,
it is plain that large groundwater volumes and
osits. For the mixed sand-cobble-boulder
le. A cohesive component of strength is very
 is presented below.
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 ↑ Factor of Safety = 1 at height of groundwater
 m = 0.05

 ↑ Factor of Safety = 1 at height of groundwater
 m = 0..25

Conclusions:

1. the recovery of herb, shrub and cushion mat ground cover assemblages is minimal and far below
what should be expected given that thirty plus years have elapsed since potential widespread
initial germination and growth following the 1971 wild fire. The intensity and probable complete or
very nearly complete consumption of all combustible materials by the fire may in part be
responsible for a now evident condition of very low or almost zero nutrient base available for new
growth.

2. given that the soils are orange podzols and seemingly sterile, soil pH may be prohibitive for
normal recovery of vegetation

3. given that vast areas remain as bare soil, percolation rates of rainfall and annual spring meltwater
directly into the ground are likely very high and this has correspondingly contributed to a
continuously increasing groundwater regime locally.

4. the plethora of fire trails may have contributed significantly to the input of water into the zone of
instability for several years  by way of physically directing initial runoff towards the zone

For ϕ = 36° and slope angle β also 36°, the
analysis shows that if there even a few
millimetres of groundwater head at any
depth, a failure in translation will occur. This
is not surprising and is reflected in the
occurrence of such events in the field.

For the final analytical case of ϕ = 36° and a
slightly lesser repose angle β = 33°, failure
can occur at any depth as soon as the
height of groundwater exceeds about 25%
of the overlying height to the ground
surface. This is similarly completely
expected.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

Based on the field and literature review and
gathering of the local lore surrounding the
history of the site, the following conclusions
can be stated with a high though
unquantified level of certainty.
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5. given the repose angles, soil textural properties and obvious groundwater conditions, the
widespread failing conditions are both consistent with the analyses completed and with the
expectation that such processes will continue for many years into the future for as long as the
current groundwater regime persists or worsening groundwater conditions develop

6. based on the results of the stability analyses, continuing widespread conditions of slope failure
will persist even if the groundwater regime becomes significantly reduced volumetrically and
spatially

7. a condition of overall marginal stability within the study zone and say equivalent to that which may
or may not have been present at some juncture in the past is not likely to develop again unless
the following two accoutrement conditions develop and persist for the long term
• the groundwater regime is dramatically reduced volumetrically and spatially and this condition

persists for a very long time (decades at least)
• significant recovery of shrub, herb and ground cover assemblages develops and persists for a

very long time (decades at least). This will allow that rainwater and meltwater can follow
surface runoff routes and that percolation rates to the subsurface are dramatically reduced
and stay low.

8. It is additionally concluded that the scale and expanse of the destabilized area and intermediate
areas of threshold or marginal stability are such that any mechanized intervention is neither
practical nor economical. Tens of millions of dollars could be spent with no certainty that long term
improvement would be realized. Available ways and means of dealing with instability can simply
not be feasibly applied to this mountain side with any expectation of measurable success.

6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Hazard Warnings

Based on the conditions observed in the field, the most recent landslide event below the road remains
dangerously unstable. Signs should be posted on the Howard Creek Road in front of the most recent
deactivation zone advising onlookers of the following:

DANGEROUS LANDSLIDE CONDITION
ROAD CLOSED TO VEHICLES

KEEP OUT or
ENTER AT YOUR OWN RISK

6.2 Additional Research

Some simplistic means may be worth considering to aid the natural process of recovery. It is
recommended that such a research programme be conducted. Specifically a programme to research
soil biophysics and soil geochemistry might provide insight on how to aid the recovery of plant growth.
This in turn may positively affect percolation rates, interception rates, evapotranspiration rates and
give rise to long term beneficial change to the groundwater regime in as much as it is the salient
contributing factor to the evidently unceasing conditions of instability.

For example, soil pH and nutrient availability may be at issue. Measurement of these parameters
could lead to simple treatments with lime, fertilizers or other agents to improve pH, and nutrient base
levels which in turn should foster better recovery of the shrub, herb and low plant assemblages. We
limit our comments on this subject to those stated as the subject matters are outside our specific
expertise except as a matter of being conversant and possibly promoting or generating ideas for use
by others.
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7.0 CLOSURE

It is believed that the information contained herein is complete and consistent with the scope of work
presently assigned to Firth Hollin Resource Science Corp. If you have any questions or require further
information, please call the writer.

This report dated January 25, 2008 and labelled 2091-1 has been prepared exclusively for Valemount
Forest Products Ltd., and the British Columbia Forest Investment Account.

Yours truly,

Firth Hollin Resource Science Corp

Len Ginnever, P.Eng.

Reviewed by,

Archie McLean, P.Eng.
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Figure 1, General Location Plan
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Figure 2, GPS Traverse and Waypoint Labels
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Appendix One: Stability Analysis Tables
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Statement of Limitations

The criteria and/or recommendations promulgated in this report were compiled on the basis of cursory
site reviews and/or interpretive skills on aerial photographs. It is possible that landscape and or soil,
moisture, slope or other conditions may be different than those described herein. It is recommended
that in the event that conditions different from those herein elucidated are found, that Firth Hollin
Resource Science Corporation be apprised of the new or different conditions so that it may review its
criteria and/or recommendations in the context of the changed conditions and make amendments as
necessary.

This report may contain recommendations for additional research, investigation, site reviews,
laboratory testing, mechanized geotechnical investigation, sample retrieval, engineering design, or
other requirements, which if not prudently acted upon, relieve Firth Hollin Resource Science
Corporation of all liability for consequent and/or subsequent problems that may have been avoided
had the recommendations been appropriately heeded.
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